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Y-Stroke
No. of Heads
No. of Colors

Series
M/C Type

Specifications
Embroidering Range
[X x Y]mm

Machine Size[L x W x H]mm
Speed
Stitching Length
Main
Motor
X-Y
Electricity

Power Consumption

1,000 x 1,000
2,675 x 2,560 x 1,612
Max. 1,000 rpm
0.1 ~ 12.7 mm
Servo Motor x 1
Pulse Motor x 3
1-Phase 100V, 110V, 120V, 200V, 220V, 240V [50/60Hz]

Bobbin Winder
Operation Box
Hook
Memory Capacity
Memory Media
Safety Device
Optional Device

1.0 kW
Standard
Standard : Color LCD Screen
Standard Hook
Standard : 4,000,000 stitches
USB Memory Stick
Standard : Emergency Stop, Error Code Message
SQ30/SQ31D, SQ35, SQ60i, ZD20, Cording, Boring

Specifications are subject to change without prior notice as per modification or improvement .

Wide and high quality embroidery
for your satisfaction

Optional Device
SQ30

SQ31D

SQ60i

ZD20

Boring

Cording

Sample
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SINGLE-WIDE SERIES

Single-head automatic embroidery machine

Wide and high quality embroidery
for your satisfaction

07 Frame Reversal
When the thread breaks or runs out of track, you can move the needle bar
back to the starting point of the design in the units of one to ten stitches.

01 General Repetition Work

08 Automatic Return to Stop Point in Unexpected Blackout

The same design can be repeated up to 99 times along the X and Y axis.

When the power fails unexpectedly, the frame moves back to the exact point
where the stitching stopped. This helps reduce the number of defects.

02 Special Repetition Work
It can work 64 times continually with several designs in one memory,
and it also edits freely like changing the angles, reversing X axis, enlarging and reducing of design.

Operation Box

03 Automatic Selection of Needle Bar
You can select the order of the needle bars up to the 99th.

●

04 Automatic Offset
The frame automatically returns to the offset point when the embroidery is finished to
make it easier for you to switch the frames. You can select AUTOMATIC OFFSET at
PARAMETER SELECT MODE to move the frame automatically to the desired point,
making it easier to do appliques and to switch the frames.

05 Return to Start
The frame can be moved back to the start point of the design during the embroidery work.

06 Non-Stitching
The frame and the needle bar can move back and forth by the units of
1,100, 1000, and 10000 stitches and by color without stitching.

Color LCD screen

Large 10.4” graphic TFT LCD screen / USB memory stick /
Support USB Slave port to connect PC / Multi-language support
●

Expanded Memory Size

The machine can store a maximum of 100 design. The basic memory size is 4 million stitch.
●

Mirror Image Conversion and Design Direction

●

Enlarging and Reduction Design

。
。
。
You can turn the from 0 to 359 in the increments of 1 and also
reverse the design in the X,Y direction (mirror image).
You can reduce or enlarge the embroidery
design in size from 50% to 200% by 1%
along the X and Y axis.

TECHNOLOGY

Y-STROKE

JUMP MOTOR

Durable Ceramic Eyelet

Max available space is 1000mm,
which is broader than existing
arm type single-head M/C.

Productivity is improved by no decrease
of speed even at jump stitching.

Durable ceramic eyelets were used
in all thread courses to prevent wear-out
of the courses.
SWF/K-W1201-100

UPPER THREAD
HOLDING SYSTEM

Thread Tension
Adjusting Plate

1) Prevent unthreading in the head
stopped during embroidery.
2) Higher productivity

A wheel-type thread detection device
promptly detects the remaining
thread and the usage of upper and
lower threads.

COLOR CHANGE

CONTROL BOX

To stabilize change of
each thread, new type of
color change is adapted.

For easy service by simple structure of Rack Type

Main Driver
By controlling the main shaft with SWF AC servo motor,
you can enjoy fast and smooth speed changes as well as
precise and stable embroidery in all speed ranges.

